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The Vaal University of Technology 

honoured the Minister of Environmental 

Affairs, Minister Edith Edna Molewa with a 

Doctor’s Degree in Applied Sciences for her 

immeasurable contribution to the field of 

Humanities during the Faculty of Management 

Sciences’ Spring graduation ceremony.

The honourable Minister Molewa may now be 

officially addressed as Dr Molewa. A mother 

of four, Edna is an educator by training and 

a long-time activist who made a great 

contribution to the South African liberation 

movement. Dr Molewa has served on various 

structures of the ANC and trade unions – 

including having the position of Deputy 

President of the South African Commercial 

Catering and Allied Workers Union. She was 

among the first members of the democratic 

parliament and the first female to chair the 

Portfolio Committee on Trade and Industry. A 

seasoned gender activist, Dr Molewa has been 

a member of the ANC Women’s League since 

2013.  She is currently reading for a Bachelor 

of Commerce (B.Comm) Degree with the 

University of South Africa. 

In her speech, she thanked her mother and 

late father for providing her with an academic 

environment that allowed her to become the 

respectable woman she is today. 

She further noted that she has had to make 

sacrifices - like not actively raising her 

children. She thanked her mother and sisters 

for giving her a strong support system, which 

encouraged her to continue to work hard to 

make a positive contribution in South Africa. 

“I am humbled to be entrusted with such an 

honourable award,” she said. 

NEWS IN THIS ISSUE
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Deputy Vice-Chancellor: Academic & Research, Professor Kuzvinetsa Dzvimbo reads out the citation 
honouring Minister Molewa with a Doctor’s Degree in Applied Sciences (honoris causa)

What’s up@VUT

Kamogelo Aphane

ENVIRONMENTAL 
AFFAIRS 
MINISTER 
TAKES THE 
TITLE 
DR MOLEWA

Vaal University of Technology Vice-Chancellor and Principal, Professor Irene Moutlana and Dr Edna Molewa –
 Minister of Environmental Affairs
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The Vaal University of Technology is proud of the 1170 

diplomas and doctorates conferred in various fields of study 

during the Spring Graduation ceremonies that took place from 

5-8 September. This brings the total number for 2016 in all VUT 

campuses to 3928. VUT has in the past ten years produced 35 

781 highly skilled entrepreneurs and continues to do so. This 

What’s Up @ VUT Edition proudly congratulates and celebrates 

all 2016 Spring Graduates. The Corporate Communications team 

would like to thank the graduates who welcomingly shared their 

stories with us. 

We thank you

Mike Khuboni

Executive Director

Corporate Affairs

Mr Jaywant Irkhede, Director of the Textile, Clothing, 

Leather and Footwear sector in the Department of Trade 

and Industries, was honoured with a Doctorate by The Vaal 

University of Technology on 6 September, during the Faculty of 

Management Science graduation ceremony.

Mr Irkhede, who was born and raised in Nagpur City (India), 

attained a Master’s degree in Textile Technology, a Post-

Graduate Qualification in Industrial Management and later 

proceeded to obtain a Master’s in Business Management. He 

recently completed an International Leadership Development 

Programme in the United States of America and an Executive 

Development Programme at the National School of Governance 

from North West University.

He has written several articles over his career and his success 

has been documented in various publications. Mr Irkhede was 

applauded by President Jacob Zuma in his past two State of The 

Nation addresses. In 2014, his sector turnaround case study was 

used by the Honourable Minister of the DTI, Dr Rob Davis, to 

demonstrate how the public and private sector can effectively 

grow the industrial economy by working together. His career 

within the manufacturing field has spanned 31 years, covering 

positions in both technical and strategic arenas, senior to 

executive management and as an independent consultant to 

the State and private sector in the South African Customs Union.

Mr Jaywant B. Irkhede receiving his Honorary Doctorate from the Vice-Chancellor and Principal, 
Professor Irene Moutlana

Lungelo Magwaza

His success in turning around the leather and footwear 

manufacturing sectors from stagnation to rapid growth, and 

his dedication and selfless efforts in establishing sector specific 

development programmes with different academic institutions, 

including the Vaal University of Technology, is the reason he has 

been honoured with a Doctorate.
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VUT CONFERS SPECIAL 
POSTHUMOUS AWARD TO 
PROPHET NKU  

The VUT honoured the late Mme Christina Mokotudi 

Nku for her divine contribution in the field of Theology. 

This special award was received by Archbishop Billy Patrick 

Ramokoka, of the St John’s Apostolic Church of Prophecy, 

on her behalf during the Faculty of Human Sciences’ Spring 

graduation ceremony.

Mme Nku was born on 20 April 1894 and died at the age 

of 94 in 1988. She was a mother to many in society and 

a great contributor to South Africa’s community education. 

She experienced her first series of divine visions at the age 

of 12 and prophesied many events that later occurred in 

South Africa; one of them being that she would build over 70 

churches in Africa. Mme Nku personally built the first St John 

Apostolic Faith Mission of South Africa in Evaton with her son 

and facilitated the building of two primary schools on the 

church premises. She believed that the only way to change 

ordinary lives was through education and the word of God.

Archbishop Billy Patrick Ramokoka, who is the late prophet’s 

grandson, thanked the University for the award which he 

knows his late grandmother would have been touched to 

receive. He said that as she only did what God had instructed 

her to do, it was her duty to serve on Earth. He further noted 

that his grandmother put others before herself and performed 

her healing through prayer, bottles of water that she blessed 

and indigenous wisdom which she shared with others.

Kamogelo Aphane

VUT Vice-Chancellor and Principal, Professor Irene 
Moutlana and Archbishop Billy P. Ramokoka 

HONORARY DOCTORATE FOR BUSINESS AND 
ENTREPRENEURIAL EXCELLENCE

Dr Tebeila, astute businessman and CEO of Sekoko 

Solutions, was conferred with an honorary Doctorate 

in Business Administration for his continued contribution to 

the field of Business and Entrepreneurship. VUT honoured Dr 

Tebeila with a Doctorate from the Faculty of Management 

Sciences on 8 September. 

His lovely wife, Mrs Pollet Tebeila, accepted the Doctorate on 

his behalf as he was still on his way to the ceremony from an 

international flight. Mrs Tebeila read out the speech that her 

husband had written. 

His message to all graduates was: “Use your qualifications in 

a Godly way. When you have found your feet in the corporate 

industry, you need to plough from your earnings and give back 

to the community. Have your ethics in order and the world 

will recognise you in future.”  He firmly believes one should 

work honestly and of one’s own accord in order to achieve 

success. 

Dr Tebeila was born in the small village of Sekhukhune in 

1965 in Limpopo Province. He is recognised as one of the 

most successful businessmen and philanthropists in South 

Africa. His first job was in 1990 as a teacher but, with a strong 

entrepreneurial spirit, he took a giant leap of faith in 1995 and 

opened Tebeila Insurance Brokers. He hasn’t looked back… but 

he has not forgotten his roots.

In 1996 he established a construction company – Tebcon 

Developers and in 2002 purchased Coal of Africa, an established 

mining company. In December 2002, Dr Tebeila successfully 

won the public bid for Sekoko Platinum for the Acquisition 

of 480 000 shares in the Lebowa Mineral Trust of the Anglo 

American Group.

He currently has a portfolio of 10 companies varying from 

construction and mining to insurance, technology and 

financial services.

Mrs Tebeila accepting the Doctorate on behalf of her husband before he arrives. 

Selina Rapulane

VUT Vice-Chancellor and Principal, Prof Irene 
Moutlana and Dr Tim Tebeila
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VAAL UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY SPRING 
GRADUATES CALLED UPON TO CONTINUE 
LEARNING
Qhawekazi Memani

VUT graduates, families and friends all gathered at the 

Desmond Tutu Hall on 5 September to witness and 

celebrate the achievements of the students in the Applied and 

Computer Sciences Faculty. 

Guest speaker Steve Bolipombo, a VUT Alumni who graduated 

Cum Laude in Computer Science and who is now working 

as an Executive Head of Internal Audit at Vodacom, said he 

was humbled and delighted to share a few words with the 

graduates. He congratulated each and every one of them and 

told them they are now in a position to contribute to the small 

number of people who have graduated in this country.  His 

advice to students was that they should never stop learning; 

that the journey continues as they wouldn’t want to find 

themselves falling behind with so many changes in technology. 

He said they should read books and make themselves experts 

in their fields. They should be exemplary when in the world of 

work and become known as hard workers.

”Be courageous, start companies, join academia and take 

risks,” he said.

Vice-Chancellor and Principal, Prof Irene Moutlana said to 

the graduates: “The future is calling you to explore. Celebrate 

your new vows today but remember: knowledge has to be 

constantly enriched. Equip yourselves with skills while waiting. 

Adopt the ‘strategic serving mentality’ which comprises 

three C’s: concern, care and connectedness with society or 

community. Serve the country; there are so many things to do 

in street societies, churches and stokvels. A person’s success 

depends on how he or she shares knowledge.

“They must not be discouraged for a tree is known by its fruits 

not roots. They must keep knocking on doors and remember 

that the mind is the most terrible thing to waste, keep on 

learning,” she said.

She closed off the ceremony by commending the parents for 

their prayers and lecturers for the faith they had shown in the 

graduates. 

Guest speaker Steve Bolipombo, a VUT Alumni 

Dr Ismail Sooliman, founder of Gift of the Givers 
Foundation

Dr Imtiaz Ismail Sooliman is a qualified medical doctor 

who worked in medical private practice for eight-and-a-

half years before founding the Gift of the Givers Foundation in 

1992; the largest disaster relief organisation of African origin 

on the African continent. He received an Honorary Doctorate 

on 8 September during the Faculty of Human Sciences’ Spring 

graduation ceremony for his extraordinary involvement in 

uplifting humankind.

Dr Sooliman, who learned about God, love, kindness and charity 

from his family was raised in Potchefstroom and then later 

relocated with his family to KwaZulu-Natal when he was 16. 

Driven by a deep sense of compassion, his life changed in 1990 

after spending some time in drought-ravished and war-torn 

Mozambique. Back in South Africa he managed to raise R5-

million within five days for relief funding for Mozambique.

Whilst in Istanbul in 1992, a Sufi spiritual teacher instructed Dr 

Sooliman to form an organisation that was to unconditionally 

serve people of all races, religions, classes, political affiliations 

and of any geographical location. It was then that he passed up 

his career as a medical doctor to pursue his calling and founded 

the Gift of the Givers Foundation.

Dr Sooliman serves as an inspiration to many across the globe. 

He has received numerous national and international awards 

and was also profiled as one of 21 South African icons in 2014. 

Because of his passion for man and earth, VUT has presented 

Dr Sooliman with an Honorary Doctorate acknowledging how 

his humanity heals and restores hope, faith and goodwill across 

the globe. 

“The highest lesson in spirituality is gratitude,” said Dr Sooliman 

as he gratefully accepted his accolade.

Lungelo Magwaza

HONORARY DOCTORATE ACKNOWLEDGES 
HUMANITARIAN
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GRADUATES 
SHOW 
EXCELLENCE 
WITH CUM 
LAUDE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

The Faculty of Applied and Computer Sciences produced three 

graduates from Biotechnology who obtained their MTechs 

(Cum Laude) and a graduate from the Chemistry field who was 

excited to obtain his MTech at their graduation ceremony on 5 

September.  

Ms Lynette Engelbrecht, Mr Steven Manzi and Mr Matome 

Gabriel Thathana proudly approached the stage to receive the 

Magister Technologiae in Biotechnology, all Cum Laude. 

A Cum Laude is awarded to a candidate who has passed all 

subjects of their qualification at their first attempt, obtaining an 

average of 75 percent and higher.

Selina Rapulane

“Perseverance and focus are the key elements to success. You 

should strive to become your own best,” said Lynette.  As VUT 

strives to be a university that leads in innovative knowledge 

and quality technology education, it is proud to have produced 

graduates who are ready for the corporate world, improving the 

quality of human life.

Ms Lynette Engelbrecht graduated with an MTech (Cum Laude) in Biotechnology

AIM HIGH 
AND JUMP 
OBSTACLES 
SAYS MTECH 
GRADUATE

Balancing a career and studying in a foreign country, 

can be quite daunting for many but not for people like 

Popoola Babatunde Adedeji who hails from Nigeria. Popoola 

has successfully obtained a Magister Technologiae (MTech) in 

Cost and Management Accounting under the dissertation: “An 

analysis of capital structures of listed industrial companies in 

South Africa”.

He is currently working part time at the Vaal University of 

Technology, Secunda Campus and planning to do his PhD in Cost 

and Management Accounting. His parents and the University are 

funding his studies.

Popoola obtained his first qualification, a Diploma, at the 

Federal Polythemic Kuera in Nigeria. He came to South Africa 

and registered for his BTech (Baccalaureus Technologiae) in 

2010 which he completed in the same year. With passion 

and determination and the desire to continue his studies, he 

registered for his Master’s in 2011.

 After taking a break for a year, he came back in 2013 and wrote 

a few articles using VUT as a case study. 

Qhawekazi Memani 

“There is nothing like education and no such thing as “it’s 

impossible” in life, even though it might take you a few years 

and some sacrifices to achieve your goals. Achieving is possible, 

aim high not low. If I can do it you also can,” he said. 

It is people like Popoola who encourage many of us and prove 

that hard work and continuous development is key to one’s 

progress. 

Popoola Babtunde Adedeji graduated with an MTech in Cost and Management Accounting

“There is nothing like 
education and no such

 thing as “it’s impossible” 
in life
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PERSEVERANCE EVENTUALLY CONQUERS

Netshifhefhe Khodani graduated with a Diploma in Cost and 
Management Accounting

Keabitswe Podile graduated with a BTech in
Financial Information Systems

Obtaining a qualification that guarantees you access to a 

better future is something that many people aspire to 

do. Two such individuals, from different backgrounds, shared 

their stories of perseverance, overcoming financial obstacles 

to continue the hard work to making this milestone. 

Netshifhefhe Khodani, from Muledane village in Thoyandou, 

Venda did not let his circumstances determine his outcomes 

in life. After completing his matric at Thohoyandou Secondary 

School, he had to stay at home for two years due to financial 

constraints. In 2012 he registered at VUT to study Cost and 

Management Accounting. This week, he’s celebrating and 

reaping the rewards of his dedication with a Diploma in Cost 

and Management Accounting.

Keabitswe Daphney Podile is living proof that resilience, 

patience and prayer can help you reach your goals. After 

completing her diploma in 2008, she registered for a BTech in 

2010. In her second year she kept failing one module, however 

she persisted and with a three-year gap in between, she came 

back in 2015 to do the module and eventually passed. Podile is 

now a graduate with a BTech in Financial Information Systems 

with the hope of venturing into the IT aspect of Financial 

Systems next year, a field she describes as challenging yet 

exciting. 

Graduating signifies a story of hope, new beginnings and a 

journey towards success. It is not going to be easy but with 

perseverance, just like these two students, it is possible to 

achieve anything.  

Qhawekazi Memani 

SACRIFICES 
ARE A 
NECESSARY 
STEP TO 
SUCCESS
Lungelo Magwaza

Eastern Cape born, Nkosivile Welcome Madinga received 

his MTech Marketing Management on 6 September. He 

described his graduation day as exciting and fruitful because it 

has been a long journey with many sleepless nights. 

Nkosivile managed to complete his MTech in record time, while 

working part-time. He recalls travelling long hours to school and 

having to sleep a maximum of four hours a day for two years.

His chosen dissertation is entitled: “Selected antecedents 

to approach status consumption among township youth 

consumers in the Sedibeng district”.

It was inspired by the small market segment on “Izikhotane”. He 

believed there was a need to understand buying behaviour and 

most importantly, why people in the townships spend money on 

expensive luxury clothing items as a symbol of status.

Going forward, Nkosivile plans on applying for his PhD 

in Marketing Management since he is more interested in 

academics. He also feels confident about his future as he has 

already published five articles in accredited journals and has also 

attended five conferences nationally and internationally.

Nkosivile is all about hard work and believes that before starting 

any journey, one should have a dream and vision and be able to 

see the end results of these. 

“Sacrificing all the pleasures of this world, dedicating your 

time and being fully focused will surely lead to success,” he 

says. 

Nkosivile Welcome Madinga, who graduated 
with an MTech in Marketing Management,

 poses with a family member

←
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LECTURERS 
INSPIRE 
YOUNG 
WOMEN BY 
OBTAINING 
MTech’s 

It only seems impossible, until it’s actually done. Thembi 

Motaung and Lerato Thabane have reaped the rewards of 

their hard labour and have successfully achieved their goals in 

obtaining their MTech’s. 

Ms Lerato Judith Thabane, who graduated Cum Laude with her 

MTech in Business Administration first enrolled at VUT in 2002 

for a National Diploma in Office Management and Technology 

and has continuously bettered her academics since graduating in 

2005. Lerato was raised by a single, uneducated and unemployed 

parent and she knew that she needed a ticket to a better life for 

herself and her family.

Her diploma opened employment doors for her in the 

administrative field at VUT. She started working here as a 

student assistant in 2004 and was promoted to administrator 

in the office of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor and finally to an 

Executive Administrator in the Office of the Vice-Chancellor 

Kamogelo Aphane

and Principal, Prof Irene Moutlana, from 2008-2012. She is 

currently working as a Lecturer in ICT Skills in the Department 

of Software Studies, Faculty of Applied and Computer Sciences, 

a position she’s held since April 2012. Working in an academic 

environment further fuelled her passion for academia and after 

her diploma she registered for a BTech in Office Management 

and Technology (2008) and then a BTech Degree in Business 

Administration (2010). She was finally motivated to enrol for 

the MTech Degree in Business Administration.

Thembi Motaung born and bred in the notorious yet historical 

Sharpeville township, graduated Cum Laude for her MTech in 

Business Administration. She started her educational journey 

at the University of Johannesburg in the year 2000 when she 

enrolled for a National Diploma in Office management and 

Technology. After graduating she then continued pursuing her 

studies and obtained a BTech in both Office Management & 

Technology and in Business Administration at the Vaal University 

of Technology. 

Thembi joined the field of academia in 2011. She realized she 

needed a vertical articulation and then enrolled for a Master’s in 

Business Administration and Post Graduate Diploma in Higher 

Education (PGDHE) which she completed in 2013 followed by 

a Master’s in Business Administration which she completed 

this year. She is currently a lecturer in the Human Resource 

Management Department and is inspired by the love she has 

to empower young people, especially women. Her dream is to 

use the lecturing platform to inspire as many young people as 

possible. Thembi is currently working towards writing articles 

and recently presented her first paper at an Academic Fora 

conference in Cape Town. 

From Left: Thembi Motaung and Lerato Thabane both graduated with an MTech (Cum Laude) in Business 
Administration on Tuesday 6 September.

ENGINEERING TWINS DO IT IN HONOUR OF 
THEIR LATE MOTHER

Petrus and William Masipa are identical twins who both 

received their National Diplomas in Electrical Engineering on 

7 September. 

They matriculated in 2006 and started their journey at VUT 

in 2012 after studying at Ekurhuleni West College, Kempton 

Park campus. Proud of their achievements, they said they are 

dedicating their diplomas to their late mother who always 

encouraged them to go to school and further their studies.

The brothers have no intention of stopping here and their future 

plans include applying for a BTech in Electrical Engineering in 

2017 and becoming true pioneers and masters in their field. 

Petrus, who is currently completing his internship at the Anglo 

Platinum Mine in Limpopo, plans on doing his BTech part-time 

through UNISA while William will remain full-time at VUT to 

complete his qualification.

Lungelo Magwaza

The Masipa twins both graduated with National Diplomas in Electrical Engineering
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GIRLS CAN RULE THE WORLD IN OVERALLS AND 
HEELS 

In an industry that’s known for being dominated by men, three 

exceptional young women are gunning to be top engineers 

and they’re not holding back. Kheae Moloi Ntungwa, Thulisile 

Nkosi and Palesa Smouse all graduated on 7 September at the 

Faculty of Engineering and Technology’s graduation ceremony.  

Kheae, who hails from Francistown in Botswana, graduated 

Cum Laude for her BTech in Electrical Engineering. She said it 

feels amazing to be graduating and she is very proud of herself 

because she managed to complete the course in record time. 

Her siblings have been her biggest inspiration:  “My brothers and 

sisters have degrees and Master’s degrees; they paved the way 

for me. I just could not drop the ball. It is through sacrifices and 

sleepless nights that I managed to stand here today,” she said. 

She is currently working for De Beers.

Thulisile, who was awarded her BTech in Chemical Engineering, 

comes from Daveyton, on the East Rand. “I am so grateful and 

happy for this achievement.  I would like to tell other students 

that they should never give up, no matter how hard it gets. It’s 

not easy, but through sacrifices and hard work it will be worth 

it in the end,” she said. Thulisile is currently working as a junior 

metallurgist at Samancor, producing chrome. Palesa Smouse, 

who is currently doing her in-service training at SAB, received 

her National Diploma in Chemical Engineering. “It feels great to 

be graduating, I can’t describe the feeling. I come from a family 

that has nothing but I told myself that I will make it despite the 

challenges I faced,” she said

These ladies are paving the way for many young women who 

aspire to study and pursue careers in challenging, technical field. 

They were not deterred by obstacles but were instead were 

determined to succeed and reach their goals. 

Qhawekazi Memani

Palesa Smouse and Thulisile Nkosi Proud moment: Kheae Moloi Ntungwa walks up to the 
stage to receive her degree
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Terrence Ayuk Ojong received his Baccalaureus Technologiae 

in Information Technology on 5 September. 

Travelling all the way from Cameroon, Terrence came to South 

Africa with only R400 in his pocket and the intention of studying 

at a university. He had to strive on his own and make ends meet 

in order to get what he really wanted. He recalls being a car 

guard and having to recycle goods so he could have something 

to eat at night. 

During his time at VUT, Terrence suffered a terrible setback was 

when he was hospitalised for a whole year and had to take a 

break from his studies. But, it did not discourage him. Instead it 

encouraged him even further not to give up and to come back 

and finish his studies: “I only needed a vision and a goal, and 

that’s what I have kept my eyes on,” he says.

Despite all the challenges and his disadvantaged background, 

Terence managed to graduate and this day is a doubly 

momentous one as he is the first person in his family to have a 

university degree. In homage to his Cameroonian traditions, he 

decided to wear his traditional African attire and carry a stick 

as a sign of authority since he is now a proud and educated 

graduate. He has registered for Magister Technologiae (MTech) 

and also plans to work towards a PhD in the future.

“Mandela said it was a long walk to freedom; for me it was a 

long walk to success,” he said happily. 

Lungelo Magwaza

Terrence Ojong with a family member 

VISION AND GOALS LEADS TO 
SUCCESS 
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DEDICATION AND PASSION PAYS OFF 

Mbali Mthembu  Chantelle Lottering

The VUT graduation week closed off with the Faculty of 

Human Sciences’ Graduation Ceremony on 8 September. 

Two graduates received Cum Laude in their respective 

qualifications, an accolade that not many achieve.  

Nelly Mbali Mthembu, from Carltonville, was awarded a Diploma 

in Tourism Management. “It feels great to be graduating, I 

would advise fellow students to put in the effort and work hard 

because it pays off.” Mbali is currently not working, however, 

she will be coming back to VUT next year to study towards her 

BTech in Tourism Management. She attributes her achievement 

to her goal of wanting to succeed and make something better 

of her life. 

Chantelle Lottering, who was born and raised in Vanderbijlpark, 

said she feels very proud of her achievement. She encouraged 

other students never to stop, no matter how hard it gets. 

Her passion for photography has been her biggest inspiration 

throughout.  Chantelle is now working in Australia and will 

continue developing her passion. 

Both students obtained their Diplomas within record time.

Qhawekazi Memani

LIVING LIFE WITH THE PURPOSE OF 
ALLEVIATING HUMAN SUFFERING

Catharina Elizabeth Ochse was awarded a Doctorate 

Technologiae in Food Service Management under the thesis, 

“The implementation and evaluation of nutrition education 

programme developed for caregivers”. She expressed that she 

was feeling great, wonderful, and fantastic to be graduating. 

“During my career I have been involved in the social grants and 

national nutrition school feeding programmes in Gauteng that 

brought me in close contact with those suffering from poverty 

and food insecurity. My study was aimed at transferring nutrition 

knowledge to low literacy caregivers of children 1-5 years of age 

in the Boipatong area,” she said. 

“To students, it is possible. If you can dream it you can do it. But 

the degree should not be your ultimate goal. The relevance of 

the study to better human suffering should be the aim.

However, to wear that red gown is both a fantastic and humbling 

experience. It was one of the most special days in my life! To 

stand there on the stage with all the professors, doctors and 

colleagues viewing all the joyful graduates with their beautiful 

attire, and the appreciative audience was also a humbling 

experience in which I could only be grateful thanking our Lord 

for the opportunity and strength to persevere. VUT is a fantastic 

place to study and the Faculty of Human Sciences has many 

excellent lecturers to support you”, she said.

Catharina is a lecturer in nutrition at the Tshwane University of 

Technology. Her focus now is writing articles for publications, and 

would also like to remain in close contact with her surrounding 

community to assist with more training and transferring of 

nutrition knowledge

Catharina Elizabeth Ochse received her DTech in Food Service Management 
on 8 September
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VUT SHIFTS THE GAZE TO FAKE QUALIFICATIONS

Vaal University of Technology’s, Deputy Registrar, Mrs Sally 

Segole, appeared on SABC’s SHIFT as a subject matter 

expert, to discuss the rise in the use of fake qualifications. “On 

the 5th of January 2016, Minister of Basic Education, Angie 

Motshekga announced the matric pass rate of 70.7%. This 

meant that out of the 799 306 full- and part-time candidates 

who sat for their examinations, only 565 109 passed. Many of 

these matriculants have been competing for jobs along with 

recently graduated students and the country’s other 5.4 million 

unemployed people. These numbers increase the temptation 

to lie about qualifications or results on CV’s,” stated SHIFT 

presenter Aaron Moloisi. 

The discussion that ensued was aimed at educating and 

informing South Africans on the consequences of forging 

qualifications to get ahead, either in the workplace or at an 

institution of higher learning. 

Mrs Segole stated that in many instances people fake their 

qualifications in desperation to gain acceptance into a 

university or for a job. She said that matriculants need to know 

that all institutions of higher learning receive the final matric 

examination results from the Department of Education and 

there is a verification process that is followed. 

It is also becoming a standard practice for companies to screen 

prospective employees. Applying for a job can be overwhelming 

and while jobseekers want to make their CVs stand out from the 

rest, it is important for people to know that if the company to 

which one applies conducts a background check and finds that 

the qualification is inaccurate or fraudulent, the applicant could 

be found guilty of fraud. 

Mrs Segole’s advice to students is that they should not be afraid 

to fail, to start all over again and work hard to obtain their 

qualifications through honest and hard work. 

Azande Ralephenya

From left: Kamohelo Bombe (SHIFT Presenter), Mrs Sally Segole (VUT, Deputy Registrar); Aaron Moloisi 
(SHIFT Presenter)

Mrs Segole on the SHIFT set, sharing her advice and 
expertise with viewers

STUDENTS SHOW CREATIVITY AT CULINARY 
COMPETITION

After five years of exceptional growth and success, this 

year’s Top Chef culinary competition was the last one to 

be hosted by the Vaal University of Technology. 

 “A great chef is an artist,” were the encouraging words used 

by Executive Dean of Human Sciences, Professor Riana van 

der Bank at the event, held from 31 August to 1 September. It 

was hosted by the Department of Hospitality and Tourism and 

Public Relations Management, in collaboration with local hotels 

and lodges.

The competition, held amongst various Universities of 

Technology and Technical Vocational Education and Training 

(TVET) colleges, set out to provide professional development 

for students and prepare them for careers in hospitality 

management. 

It also helps to build lasting relationships with other institutions 

and the hospitality and tourism industry within the Vaal region.

Students were challenged to create a three-course meal from a 

mystery basket provided to them.  They were given three hours 

for the preparation and presentation and also had to have their 

tool boxes and uniforms inspected.  

Judged by the Vaal’s finest chefs, Chef Dewald Labaschagne 

(Executive chef, Emerald), Chef Michael Tsekwa (Executive chef, 

Riverside sun) and Chef Daniel Motena (Executive chef, Riviera 

Bon Hotel) it was an intense time as the trio set about beadily 

observing technique, skill, hygiene and creativity. Light relief 

came in the form of a flambé faux pas!

The competition ended with a formal gala dinner and awards 

ceremony at the Emerald Resort and Casino.  Awards were given 

to students in recognition of their participation and achievement 

and were categorised according to their types of institution.

The TVET recipients were: Lebogang Mohlamonyane from 

Tshwane North (third place), Tshepo Morale from Orbit College 

(second place) and Brian Mncube from Westcol (first place). 

The UoT winners were Mponeng Moshoeshoe from VUT 

(third place), Emanuel Maluleke from Tshwane University of 

Technology (second place) and Sebenzile Mtembu from the 

University of Zululand (first place). Brian Mncube was placed 

best overall.  A special award was given to Lindiwe Khumalo 

from Ekurhuleni East College who showed initiative, dedication, 

determination and perseverance during the competition. 

Prizes included homeware sets, tablets and selfie-sticks with Mr 

Ncube taking home a laptop and a tablet! The keynote speaker 

for the evening was Ms Lebogang Lekotoko, the Director of 

NDS Chefs Academy and a VUT Alumnus. She congratulated 

the participants and encouraged them to do what it takes to 

be recognised: “You can have the best lecturers, professors, 

supporting family and you can be at the best university in 

the world but none of it will matter unless you fulfill your 

responsibility… you are the person responsible for your future,” 

she said. Professor Irene Moutlana, VUT’s Vice-Chancellor and 

Principal, gave a congratulatory message to the participants and 

wished them success in the future.  VUT would like to thank the 

sponsors who ensured the competition’s success. 

Nontobeko Zondi & Naledi Zwane
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CELEBRITIES UNITE IN SUPPORT OF SUNFLOWER 
DAY AT VAAL UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

Vaal University of Technology under the Department of 

Health Sciences in collaboration with the Sunflower 

Foundation successfully pulled off a stem cell donor 

awareness concert and blood drive on Friday, 16 September 

in support of National Sunflower Day.  

Pop culture plays a pivotal role in creating awareness, starting 

a movement and educating society, more especially the youth. 

Well-known celebrities such as Ayanda Thabethe, DJ Speedsta, 

Nadia Nakai, Okmalumkoolkat, Banger Boys, Gemini Major and 

Jhey Chalwe - the Christian rap artist, all showed up at the Vaal 

University of Technology, Vanderbilpark Campus to support the 

Sunflower Day Donor Drive and awareness concert. National 

Sunflower Day, is an annual campaign which runs from August 

to the end of September.

There is a serious need for more bone marrow donations in 

South Africa, stats indicate that only 7.5% of Africans are bone 

marrow stem cell transplant donors. The Sunflower Fund is an 

organisation that aims to ensure that South Africans diagnosed 

with life- threatening blood disorders are given the chance to 

life, regardless of race.  The biggest need being from Africans as 

there is a significant dearth of donors within this race. 

VUT Department of Health Sciences and the Sunflower Fund 

collaborated on this campaign to create awareness around the 

issue. Dr Christa Grobler, HOD of Health Sciences at VUT, stated 

that this initiative came about when she heard that the daughter 

of her colleague, Mr Zackea Shivambu, had been diagnosed 

with bone-marrow disease. This prompted staff members of 

the Health Sciences Department act in creating awareness 

and encouraging VUT students to donate. “As well as raising 

awareness, the campaign will hopefully kick-start fundraisers 

to support the family as this is a very costly process”, said Dr 

Grobler. An air of camaraderie and unity filled the campus as 

students and staff gathered at the amphitheater, to donate 

blood and sign up as donors on the bone marrow registry.   

This act of kindness touched Zackea and his daughter Paballo, 

aged 19. She was 16 and in grade 10 when she was diagnosed 

with bone marrow disease. Despite being in and out of hospital 

and having to live with the effects of the disease, Paballo still 

beams with positivity and leads the life of a normal teenager as 

far as is possible.  The concert and donor drive was in recognition 

and honour of her and many young people living with this 

disease. 

As there is no known cause of bone marrow disease, Zackea, 

who is a Health Sciences lecturer in the field of Biomedical 

Technology, researched as much as he could, trying to find out if 

there is a genetic history of this disease. Unfortunately neither 

he nor Paballo’s mother are a match. They are still holding onto 

the hope that there is a match out there. 

Through this campaign, Zackea hopes that a large number of 

Africans will be reached and become donors. “Black Africans are 

under the impression that bone marrow stem cell transplant 

donation is the harvesting of body parts; it’s taboo to donate in 

African culture. I’d like us to change such mind sets and educate 

people. The more people we touch, the higher the possibilities 

of someone’s life being saved. We would like as many people as 

possible to donate, because there is only one in 100 000 chance 

that a suitable match will be found,” he said. 

Ayanda Thabethe, model and Rockville actress, emceed the 

event. She said this was a super awesome initiative, she further 

urged young people to take action and save lives by donating. 

The Executive Dean of Applied and Computer Sciences, 

Professor Raymond Mabuza was overwhelmed with the amount 

of support received from staff and students. “Stem cell donors 

are gifting people with life, let us all celebrate this day knowing 

that health is the greatest gift from God, thank you to everyone 

who’s here to support this initiative,” he said. 

Zackea Shivambu and his daughter Paballo with DJ Speedsta

Azande Ralephenya

 “As well as raising awareness, 
the campaign will hopefully 

kick-start fundraisers to support 
the family as this is a very costly 

process”
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As part of Vaal University of Technology’s 50th anniversary 

celebrations and Women’s Month, the University 

hosted a Girls in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and 

Mathematics) seminar at the Desmond Tutu Hall on 26 August.

The purpose of this seminar was for exceptional women, who 

have excelled in their STEM careers, to come and speak about 

their success and to encourage other young women to choose 

STEM-related subjects. This will increase their chances of being 

accepted at tertiary institutions for studies in these fields.

Ms Kediemetse Mokotsi, Director: Marketing and Public 

Relations and Prof Maurice Ndege, Executive Dean Engineering 

and Technology welcomed the distinguished guests, teachers 

and the scholars. Prof Ndege’s opening remarks were: “I believe 

when I am educating a girl, I am educating a nation.’’  He further 

highlighted the spirit of competition and appealed to girls not to 

get distracted as the future depends on them. 

The keynote speakers placed emphasis on positioning oneself 

towards one’s desired goals in order to excel. They also 

mentioned the role teachers should play in advising children, 

the power of affirmations, having the right attitude and the 

importance of asking questions. Acknowledging that you don’t 

know everything is a skill in itself as it means humbling yourself 

to acquire the knowledge. 

One of the key note speakers, Ms Smangele Soni, a Metallurgy 

Lead for the De Beers Consolidated Mines, advised the young 

girls not to limit themselves when making choices in life, as 

women are capable of achieving anything they set their minds 

to.

”Imagine being a woman and living in a world where you can’t 

see or hear anything at all? How will you cope and overcome 

obstacles and will those obstacles prevent you from pursuing a 

career in STEM?” said Ms Rhinah Singo who went deaf at the 

age of seven. She overcame her challenges and has proven that 

disability is not inability. She is currently working at Rand Water 

as a Graduate Process Scientist.  

“It does not matter where you come from, each day is a gift. 

Open and enjoy it,” said Prof Martha Pinkoane, HOD: Health 

Sciences, who encouraged the girls to reflect on themselves 

“because when you know your inner you, you tap into your 

resilience”. The girls had the opportunity to engage with the 

exhibitors: De Beers, Lafarge, Merseta, ArcelorMittal, VUT Labs 

and the VUT HIV\AIDS Unit.

Qhawekazi Memani

Learners, teachers and principals attended the STEM Seminar

GIRLS MOTIVATED TO PURSUE CAREERS IN STEM

A group of girl learners from various schools is excited to 
take part in this initiative


